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ABSTRACT

This thesis draws upon Gerard Genette's theory of narrative dis-

course to examine Malcolm Lowry's handling of time it Under the Volcano.

obviously, an exhaustive, page-by-page analysis of the text is beyond the

scope of this study. The emphasis therefore falls on the narrat¡ve aspects

of order, duration, and frequency in the novel. These term, taken from

Genette's Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method. refer to the temporal

relations between what in contemporary narratology is called "narrative"

and what is called "story." This thesis focuses primarily on the study of
the relationships between the "story" events, the ""narrative," and the

narrating act itself. Lowry's precisely constructed "narrative" discourse

arranges the "story" events, and it ¡s that activity which this thesis ex-

amines.

Following a brief survey of contemporary writings on under the
Volcano and the outlining of Genette's theory of narrative discourse in

the first chapter, the second chapter examines the order of story events,

showing how a regular back-and-forth temporal pattern characterizes

chapter one of the novel. The third chapter analyses the duration of the

narrative, the manner in which Lowry devotes the greatest part of the

text to the day of the protagonist's death, alternately speeding and

slowing over temporal sections preceding and following his murder. The

fourth chapter considers frequency in the novel's final two chapters, rê-

vealing the extent to which the narrative plays with its own temporality
through the use of repetitions and simultaneous story events. The final

chapter collates the findings of the second, third, and fourth chapters and

explains how this structuralist study relates to other critical practices.

1U



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTTON

under the Volcano has attracted, and continues to attract, a

steady stream of readers since its publication in 1g47" rhe near-

myth¡c life of its author, Malcolm Lowry, guarantees a regular crop

of new readers. The novel itself has also earned some notoriety for

complexity as well, which also compels some to read Lowry's book.

As a result, a huge body of criticism on Malcorm Lowry's novel

exists, but a comparatively small part of it concerns the narrative

strategy or structure of the novel. A brief survey of readings from

the rich and varied writings on the novel quickly exposes some

dominant topics. Some of these common themes relate to the

concentrate on a few themes that recur in the criticism on Lowry's

handling of the narrative.

The two main critical approaches to under the Volcano have

been biographical criticism and interpretive criticism. I will forego

any extended discussion of the biographical writings in this thesis,

they beíng of limited use for my approach, though they are rich and

plentiful. There are several collections of letters, anecdotal

writings, and biographies as such, and the details of Lowry's life are

legendary. Lowry's drinking, his failed marriage, and his predilection

for exaggerat¡ng his personal adventures comprise his larger than

life personality. The biographical stream of criticism works to
relate events from Lowry's life to his writings and to his writing
process. This school of criticism produces valid and interesting

results from writers such as Richard Hauer Costa, Douglas Day, and



David Markson, but, so far at least, it does not tell us much about

narrative structure. For that reason, I will detour around an extended

outline of biographical criticism on Under the Volcano.

The second major Stream of writing on Lowry's novel, that

which I have called interpretive crit¡cism, resists firm definition.

This approach to the novel can involve politics, symbolic systems,

history, allusions to the Caballah, to films, or almost any other

extra-textual system one can imagine. lnterpretive criticism works

to "open" Under the Volcano, explaining Lowry's seemingly limitless

allusions to a wide range of sources. The basic thrust of this stream

of criticism aims to explicate the novel. The effect of that project

works to lay out the staggeringly allusive character of Lowry's

novel. Works such as A Companion to "Under the Volcano" by Chris

Ackerley and Lawrence J. Clipper, and The Private Labvrinth of

Malcolm Lowry: "Under the Volcano" and the Cabbalah by Perle

Epstein, which belong to this mode of criticism, proceed through the

text line by line, attempting'to explain all of the allusions, whether

they are historical, politióal, geographical, or mystical. These are

immense projects, providing encyclopedic detail that clearly

enriches and ennobles the reading of the novel. They are, in fact,

virtually indispensable, since Under the Volcano unarguably does
JI

require a highly informed reader; one who has a good knowledge of a

wide variety of subjects. Books such as Epstein's create new

appreciations for Lowry's novel and its density of symbols and

a llu s io ns.

The interpretive mode of criticism also seeks to discern

svmbolic order in Under the Volcano. Recurring symbols in the novel-



-the ferris wheel, the barranca running through Quauhnahuac, the

pariah dogs, and the ruined garden in the Consul's yard--are shown to

work as unifying motifs in the novel. These recurring symbols are

often further examined and their various symbolic functions

catalogued. Again, this type of criticism creates some fascinating

results, illuminating both Lowry's huge symbolic vocabulary and his

abilÍty to use it in a coherent and accomplished manner. This variety

of interpretive criticism begins to consider the narrative strategies

in Under the Volcano--as in, say, the recurrence of scenes--but does

not concentrate on them. Rather, the focus remains on the inter-

textual quality of the novel, its relationship to other texts and

symbolic systems" That is, for the most part interpretive criticism

has concentrated on Lowry's meaning.

ln my readings of criticism on Under the Volcano I have

identified somewhat arbitrarily the two schools. I call my terms

arbitrary because the approaches are not mutually exclusive; critics

like Sherrill Grace and David Markson, for ¡nstance, have done

substantial work in both modes, sometimes simultaneously. I have

identified these two modes in order to place with some clarity, not

to mention convenience, what directions criticism to date has taken.

I would further typify critical writing on Under the Volcano as

largely concentrating on authorial intent, on how Lowry putatively

presides behind his novel. Here we read about how much of his own

life Lowry intended to include in Under the Volcano, of how much

weight he placed on Cabbalistic metaphysics, or simply of how he

intended the book to be read. These are all valid concerns and they

undeniably increase the understanding of an extremely complicated



novel. Moreover, the nature of Lowry's novel practically guarantees

that this process will never end. The layers of symbolic meanings,

combined with the events of the author's life can be endlessly

recombined to open new entries into Under the Volcano. By widening

the interpretive "focus" to include more extra-textual material,

readers can create virtually endless amounts of critical writing.

ln contrast, I plan to sharply limit my critical focus and to

direct it in quite another way. Foregoing any discussion of biography

or of extra-textuaf influences, this thesis will concentrate on the

temporal quality of the narrative discourse in Under the Volcano.

Some Lowry critics, most notably Ronald G. Walker and Sherrill

Grace, have noted the chronology of the novel. Grace, in her book The

Voyage that Never Ends, analyzes Under the Volcano by way of

German Expressionism and Lowry's apparent interest in theories of

time (40). Grace díscerns in Lowry's novel certain temporal and

narrative characteristics. She argues that Lowry "exploits a reader's

expectation of sequential temporal flow" but also counteracts "this

narrative and temporal flow by breaking it up and by drawing the

reader's attention away from the sequential story to the symbolic

importance of almost ritualistically repeated image, motif and

situation" (42). ln my analysis, the "breaking up" which Grace

discerns will be carefully examined, but the symbolic structure of

the novel will not. Walker, in his essay, actually begins to apply a

Genettian reading to chapter one in Under the Volcano. His essay sets

out the chronology of the story, linking ¡t to historical events. His

work is illuminating and enters the terrain I hope to occupy. I would

go further than walker, however, intending to investigate the topic



more thoroughly and more methodically. My project will be to

examine in a systematic fashion how the novel presents time and the

order of events. ln doing so I am not attempting to dismiss other

readings, but rather concentrating on a very particular

consideration, that of the narrat¡ve structure.

The critical method I will employ stems from Gerard Genette's

theories, taken specifically from his Narrative Discourse: An Essay

in Method. ln this book, "Genette draws on a distinction in narrative

between récit (plot), by which he means the actual order of events in

the text; histoire (story), which is the sequence in which those

events 'actually' occurred, as we can infer this from the text; and

narration, which concerns the act of narrating itself " (Eagleton 105).

I will only consider the relationships between plot and story,

between what happens in the plot of the text and what would have

happened in the story putatively behind the text and which the text

alters in telling. The narrator's stance, while intriguing, would take

us into another complex territory.

Genette identifies five main bases for narrative analysis:

order, duration, frequency, mood, and voice. Genette, borrowing

categories from the grammar of verbs, organizes his five bases into

three categories. Order, duration, and frequency fall under the

heading of tense and address the relationships between plot and

story (Genette 31). Mood and voice relate to the narration of a text:

who is telling the story? what is his/her relation to the story?

and, to whom is the narrator speaking? These considerations, too,

involve matters of temporality, but strictly speaking they do not



relate to temporal organ¡zation; rather, they concern the quality of a

n a rrative.

The category of order, on the other hand, deals very

specifically with the temporal quality of narrative. ln this category,

I will compare the order of story events with their ordering in the

plot, or textual narrative. ln other words, in analyzing the order of a

narrative we can identify the order of story events alongside the

sequence of events in the plot. A narrative may alter--invert, mix,

repeat--the order of story events, moving back into the past and into

the future in relation to the "now" of the narrative, creating an order

that may or may not correspond to the chronology of events in the

story. Genette uses the terms "prolepsis" (related to but not

identical with anticipation) and "analepsis" (similar to but different

from flashback) to define temporal shifts in narrative. He further

refines these terms, designating as prolepsis "any narrative

maneuver that consists of narrating or evoking in advance an event

that will take place later," and analepsis as "any evocation after the

fact of an event that took place earlier than the point in the story

where we are at any given moment" (Genette a0). These terms refer

to "discordances between the two temporal orders of story and

narrative" (Genette 40). Following Genette, we then can chart the

two temporal orders of story and narrative and account for any

inversions or agreements with respect to chronology. Although much

has been written on the handling of time in Under the Volcano, few if
any analyses have systematically examined the order of events

rather than engaging in symbolic interpretations of, say, the



recurrence of wheel imagery or items within some principle of
numerology.

The category of duration also relates directly to the temporal
quality of a narrative. This dimension concerns the'pace'of a

narrative. More specifically, it "signifies how the narrative may

elíde episodes, expand them, summarize, pause a little and so on"

(Eagleton 105). ln other words, the category of duration allows us to
ídentify where a narrat¡ve speeds up or slows down story time.

Examples of such acceleration and braking occur everywhere in

literature. A novel might, for instance, devote fifty pages to a single

hour and then turn around and swiftly summarize ten years in two
paragraphs. ln order to schematize such range in narrative speed,

Genette discerns four main variations in duration of a narrative:

scene, pause, ellipsís, and summary. These four points of narrative

movement range on a continuum from the extremes of enormous

speed (ellipsis), to a slowness so great we reach a virtual halt
(pause), with scene (in its conventional interplay of narrative and

story time) and summary (flexible speed) ranging between ellipsis

and scene. Genette supplies a graphic aid to illustrate these four
points, with sr designating story time and NT narrative time:

Þause: NT : n, ST = 0. NT is infinitely greater than sr
scene: NT = ST

summarv: NT < ST

ellipsis: NT = 0, sr = fl. NT is infinitely less than ST. (g5)

This schematic diagram shows the relationship between the
four points, and delineates their temporal values. obviously, no plot

can match precisely the duration of a story event--the text would be



impractical to record and boring to read--but using the category of

duration we can examine how an apparent equality of plot and story

time functions, as well as how variations in the durations of events

affect narrative pace.

Finally, frequency serves as the third category of narrative

analysis I will use to examine Under the Volcano. Genette defines

narrative frequency aS "the relations of frequency [or, more simply,

of repetitionl between the narrative Iplot] and the diegesis [story]"

(113). ln this category, one must account--to take its outer limits--

for a plot's tendency to tell repeatedly of an event that happened

once or to tell once what happened repeatedly. Genette again

identifies four types in this category: narrating once what happened

once (singulative); narrating n times what happened n times (also

singulative because of the correspondence of repetitions); narrating

n times what happened once (repeating); and narrating one time what

happened n times (iterative) (114-16). A narrative can rely upon any

one, more typically most, or even all of these types.

The degree of repetition can create a great impact on the

temporal quality of a narrative. A plot, by returning again and again

to a single past event, for instance, can in some cases prevent an

illusion of verisimilitude from forming. Repetition can on occasion

focus attention on story events by differentiating them from the

rest of the story. Events which are conspicuously repeated can

become isolated by virtue of their lack of cohesion in a fixed

chronological order and can gain prominence over other events. As

readers, we automatically pay attention to repetitions in narratives,

realizing that they greatly concern the narrator.



The lack of repetition in a narrative also functions

significantly; if an event happens repeatedly, but only appears once,

for example, the temporal quality of the narrative changes in that

omission or suppression. strict chronology comes apart, and that

destruction can be examined for its effects on the narrative as a

who le.

Genette's methodology, then, provides the tools to dissect with

considerable precision the temporal nature of the narrative

narrative analysis, we can map out selected portions of text for

their temporal and spatial organization. Such a structuralist

approach does not lead one necessarily to interpret¡ve criticism, but

within the limits of this thesis I expect to arrive at some general

findings that will involve brief interpretation.

My approach may for a stretch seem somewhat perplexing

because I will proceed for several chapters with a series of complex

technical analyses, withholding my general findings until the end.

The process requires some patíence on the part of the reader, but by

deferring my summary points I can methodically assemble the

necessary evidence to lead into coherent statements on the temporal

quality of Under the Volcano.



CHAPTER TWO

ORDER

ln analyzing the order of the narrative discourse of Under the

Volcano it is useful, for matters of convenience and clarity, to focus

on the first chapter of the novel (though a Genettian approach could

allow such entrance elsewhere as well). My choice of entry is not

altogether arbitrary however since chapter one of Under the Volcano

is notorious for being complicated and difficult to follow. ln

addition, such a choice provides the advantage of convenience; the

"connections between the temporal order of succession of the events

in the story and the pseudo-temporal order of their arrangement in

the narrative" can be more readily determined in a single chapter

rather than in larger segments of the novel (Genette 35).

Lowry's novel presents a highly complicated connection

between the two orders, however. comparing the arrangement of the

temporal sections in the narrative discourse with the order of

events in the story reveals significant inversion to the order of

events in this novel. lnversions in the order of events--what Genette

calls anachronies--are common in Lowry's novel; for the most part,

the sequence of events in his narrative subverts the chronology of

the story order. And yet, despite such complexity, and such

reputation for complexity, the narrative discourse of under the

Volcano indicates both explicitly and indirectly the story order, and

it never inverts the order of events without notice. Far from using

familiar and fluent, and therefore less evident, transitions, Lowry
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gu¡des us qu¡te decidedly across the shifts. His not¡ce generally

takes the form of changes in verb tense or of scene, overt citation of

dates or times, or the traditional ending of chapters. Such temporal

shifts occur regularly in Under the Volcano, moving forward and

backward in relation to the maín narrative time. The task of a

Genettian reading of Lowry is to reconstitute the supposed temporal

order which is altered in the narrative, and to examine and identify

the connections between those two orders.

To begin, some generalities on the temporal nature of Under

the Volcano should be noted. The main story and main diegetic

events--the details that anchor the telling of the story--take place

on the Day of the Dead, 1938. On this part¡cular day the Consul's

estranged wife Yvonne returns from a separation of eleven months;

she and the Consul, Geoffrey Firmin, reunite, part and die--all on a

single day. There are other events, of course, but this rough outline

lays out the main course of action on that day. ln the process of

these events, all of the main characters recall experiences, and the

narrative weaves back and forth in time to accommodate their

myriad memories and viewpoints.

The first chapter of Under the Volcano, set exactly one year

later than the main events narrated in the rest of the novel,

describes the events of a single day. Chapter one relates the

reminiscences of a childhood friend of the Consul, Jacques Laruelle.

ln this first chapter Laruelle walks from the Hotel Casino de la

Selva to the Cine Morelos (the movie theatre), then to the cantina,

where he speaks with a Mexican acquaintance. During the course of

his walk and conversation, he contemplates the past and the fate of

11



his former friends. As in the rest of the novel, the narrative of the

first chapter covers a great extent of past time, even as it reports

the events of single day.

Under the Volcano, then, covers the events of two days in the

late 1930's, while at the same time extending over a much greater

time through the wide use of analepses. Because the novel

establishes such a sophisticated temporal quality, the narrative

discourse requires that we apply a meticulously crafted system if

we are to speak of it without confusion. lt is that system of

narrative discourse--Genette's--that I will bring into play.

First, some technical considerations: it will be useful to

proceed through a detailed analysis of the temporal structure of the

first chapter of Under the Volcano. Due to the length and density of

that chapter, this analysis will necessarily require some

simplification, both of the novel and of Genette's approach, if it is

going to be readable and coherent. The macrostructure, what Genette

calls the main articulations of the temporal structure, must serve

as the primary site of discussion. ln order to proceed intelligibly, I

wilf pass over finer details apparent in the microstructure of

Lowry's narrative in favour of larger considerations.

A clear representation of narrative order requires describing

story events, closely examining the chronological position of those

events, and identifying temporal shifts between them. ln order to

analyze time in Under the volcano we need to locate its sections

according to their changes in position from those they occupy in

story time. To that end, we can identify each temporal section in

Lowry's novel with a number and letter. The number refers to each

t/,



section's position in Lowry's text, which is to say its place in the

narrative sequence. The letter refers to its chronological position in

the story events. Thus, for example, the mark gA would describe the

ninth temporal section of the plot (9), and the earliest events in

story time (A). This somewhat unappealing system offers the

advantage of laying out for our use a brief formula for temporal

positions in Under the Volcano, one which will allow us to

ultimately summarize in a small and manageable space a large

trajectory in the narrative.

A temporal analysis of the first chapter of Lowry's novel also

involves the identification of anachronies, specifically prolepses

and analepses. Narrative anachrony, in Genette's definition, is a

general condition of discordance "between the two temporal orders

of story and narrative" (40). More specifically, Genette designates as

prolepsis "any narrative maneuver that consists of narrating or

evoking in advance ai1 event that will take place later" (40). Genette

likens this maneuver to ant¡c¡pation; the narrative leaps ahead in

time to relate events that have not'yet'occurred, and hence is not

simply "foreshadowing" (40). Prolepsis actually reaches forward in

time, rather than just preparing the reader for future events as

foreshadowing does. Analepsis, conversely, involves "any evocation

after the fact of an event that took place earlier than the point in
the story where we are at any given moment" (a0) and is not

therefore to be confused with flashback. Stated another wây,

analepsis arcs back in time to story events that precede the

narrative 'present,' providing antecedents to the main narrative.

13
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Lowry's novel provides many overt indicators of the time to

which story events belong. Significantly, however, Under the Volcano

begins with three paragraphs that provide no clear time frame.

These paragraphs (what I am calling section 1) function as

introductory statement, describing the geographical location of

Quauhnahuac, its physical characteristics, and the "present" state of

the Hotel Casino de la Selva. Functioning as descriptive passage, this

section is removed from narrative events in the text. The only

indication of its temporal relation to the rest of the text is the fact

that this section uses the present tense. Lowry supplies no

references to establish the temporal distance between this first

section and the diegetic level of the rest of chapter one. He does,

however, provide sufficient indicators so we can determine that the

time of the opening description, and the time of the subsequent

events are roughly the same. References on the first page in the

Penguin edition of Under the Volcano--the one I am using--to the

"American-style highway," golf courses, railway, and the state of

the Hotel Casino de la Selva suggest that the first section is not far

removed from the events of November 1, 1939 (9). How far removed

cannot be ascertained from the information provided at this very

early point in the text, but the fact that the hotel still operates as a

business would seem to place the introductory paragraphs very near

in time to the rest of the chapter.

The first Iarge section of this chapter, whatever its temporal

standing, remains separated from the rest of the text by virtue of

its verb tense. This section serves as an antecedent to the story
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events related in the rest of the chapter. As the narrative start¡ng

point, section one enjoys an autonomous position, delineating the

"Í'ìow," the narrative present of the text. Although the exact date of

the narrative present remains elusive, its temporal relation to the

rest of the chapter does not.

The first three paragraphs of the chapter serve, then, as the

first narrative level, the temporal benchmark by which all other

sections will be measured. Following Genette's example of

anticipating (and by virtue of his previous readings, knowing) the

analysis which he will conduct (43), I will designate this section as

1q it being the first step in the story order (which I am numbering)

and the final moment in the entire chronology of plotted events in

the novel (which I am lettering).

As if to underscore that fact, the second section of the

chapter (i0-13) begins with a very specific temporal reference

strictly defining the date of its story events:"Towards sunset on the

Day of the Dead in November 1939, two men in white flannels sat on

the main terrace of the casino drinking anis" (9-10). ln contrast to

the beginning of chapter one, this sect¡on (my section 2) very clearly

belongs to a particular point in time. The specificity of reference

foregrounds the anachrony that occurs here. Section 2 is analeptic,

stretching back an unspecified amount of time from the main

narrative. We may not yet know the exact date of the main narrative

(that of section 1), but no such ambiguity exists in this section. The

shift in the temporal order is highlighted not only by the stress on

the date and time of day, but also by a shift into a new tense, the

past tense.
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Section 2 introduces the main diegetic level of chapter one in

Under the Volcano--Laruelle's retrospections and journey. The

narrative subject of this section is Jacques Laruelle's and Dr. Arturo

Diaz vigil's drinking, their reminiscíng and preparing for Laruelle's

imminent departure, ln the course of their conversation, the two

refer to past events, but the narrative anchor never leaves the "now"

of their conversation. ln chapter one November 1, 'l939, serves as

the story level's present, the main point of temporal reference. The

section observes two significant temporal levels: the time of the

main narrative level, unspecified but following the rest of chapter

one; and the time of the main diegetic level, the Day of the Dead,

1939. This section I will call ?P.

The third temporal section (13-14) extends further back in

time in relation to section 2. This analepsis reaches back one year,

less three days, to the events following the consul's murder, and it

covers an extent of three days. This passage relates Laruelle's first

meeting with Hugh Firmin, the consul's younger half-brother, and

their eventual parting three days later. This section I am calling 30

The next temporal division occupies two pages (15 -17).Here,

the narrative returns to the same story time as we find in section 2.

Laruelle continues walking toward town and seems lost in reverie.

This section stands in analeptic relation to section l, but belongs to

the main story level in chapter one of under the Volcano. The

narrative subject of Laruelle walking and remembering represents

the main story level of chapter one, upon which all the other levels

depend for a point of reference. This section will be 4p.
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About half of one page--(17)--contains the fifth section of

chapter one. Within its boundaries, the narrative subject is

Laruelle's motoring with the Consul and Yvonne. The time is difficult

to determine precisely but it obviously involves a past event. The

analepsis takes the reader back prior to yvonne's departure and

probably prior to the affair between Laruelle and yvonne. This

section I am specifying as 5H.

The síxth segment (17-18) also occupies about one harf of a

page. lt returns to the time of the second temporal stretch (2p), in

which Laruelle continues walking toward euauhnahuac and is

reacting to landmarks significant to his past. This is 6p.

section 7 occupies five lines of text (18), stretching back to

the affair between Laruelle and yvonne, the exact date of which is

not supplied. ln this analeptic piece Laruelle muses on the quality of

his passion for Yvonne, likening it to the sublime state he achieved

when he was observing chartres cathedral. This part, Tl, in turn

leads us into another analepsis

Section B relates Laruelle's stay in Saint Pres in 1923, fifteen

years before he meets Yvonne. occupying a brief fourteen lines of

text (18), it goes back in time without returning to the main story

level. This segment will be referred to as BE.

The narrative returns to the main story revel in the ninth

temporal section which occupies just over two paragraphs (l B-l g).

Here, Laruelle walks on, grieving over his dead friends. (gp)

The tenth temporal section occupies onry eight rines (19). lt
analeptically refers back to the Day of the Dead, 1938, and to the

consul's placing Yvonne's postcard under Laruelle's pillow. (1oN)
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This section is remarkably complicated compared with the rest of

chapter one. lts temporal quality makes a short foray into

examining the micronarrative irresistible. I have marked off shifts

in the passage by number:

(l ) Darling, why did t leave? Why did you let me? (Z) lt was not ro

M. Laruelle that these words on that long-belated postcard of

Yvonne's had been addressed, (3) that postcard which the consul

must have maliciously put under his pillow some time on that last

morning - (4) but how could one ever be sure when? - (5) as though

the consul had calculated it all, knowing (G) M. Laruelle would

discover it at the precise moment that Hugh, distraughtly, would

call from Parian. (page 19)

what we have here are six narrative sections, covering four

temporal positions. These four temporal positions, in chronological

order are (l use letters here to avoid confusing this sequence with

the one I've just numbered): (A) Yvonne's writing of the postcard,

prior to her return; (B) the consul's placing of the postcard under

Laruelle's bedroom pillow on the day of his death; (c) Laruelle's

discovery of the postcard on the same day; and (D) Laruelle's

"present" reactions to the postcard. The Arabic numbers then

designate sequences in plot, the upper-case letters sequence in

story. The interplay of plot and story in this short section can now

be expressed in a local formula, following Genette's conventions

(a0-a6):

1 A-?D-3 B-4D-5 B-6C
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ln this formulation, it becomes apparent that the section

weaves back and forth in time: analepsis t1] - "present" l2l -

analepsis t3l - "present" [4] - analepsis [5] - prolepsis [6]. Taking

Laruelle's "present" reactions as the base positÍon, we can see that

only 5 and 6 are sequenced without an intermediary return to that

base position. The anachronies of 5 and 6, which refer to the

Consul's conniving and Laruelle's distress, are subordinate to the

base position--Laruelle's thoughts--and therefore isolated from the

others. We then can formulate the pattern as follows:

Analepsis

(1A)2D

Analepsis

(38)4D

Analepsis-Prolepsis

(sB - 6C)

The status of the prolepsis (6C) is complicated by its close

association with the preceding analepsis in 58. ln this section of the

text, the complex reach and extent of anachronies become readily

apparent. In the tenth narrative section of Under the Volcano,

various anachronies arc back over one year to Yvonne's writing of the

postcard, back one year to the Consul's hiding of the postcard, and

fonvard a few hours on the same day. The extent of the anachronies

covers three different times: the instance of Yvonne's writing the

postcard; the day that the postcard was hidden; and the time when

Laruelle subsequently discovers the postcard.

The segment which I am lingering on here (section 10), being

analeptic, occupies an "earlier" time than the main story. Laruelle's

musings on the postcard and on the Consul's motivations for

concealing it (2D and 4D) occur on the same temporal level as the
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main story, serving to accentuate the relationship between the two

events. Laruelle cannot understand the Consul's motivations for

hiding the postcard in 1938, and that lack of comprehension still

bothers him in 1939. The postcard functions as a linking device, as a

joining of the past and present. The narrative juxtaposition of the

past and present serves to foreground their close diegetic

relationship and to illuminate their more distant temporal

association.

The prolepsis (6c) presents a much more complex anachrony

than do the analepses in section ten. As a recall of a past plan, 6c--

and here the naming gets thick-- functions as an analepsis attached

to a prolepsis. ln 6C the Consul hides the postcard so that it will be

discovered later by Laruelle; both the hiding and discovery occur

prior to the "now" of the main narrative. The two anachronies

combine to create what Genette calls an achrony (84). Achrony

announces a condition of timelessness, a lack of temporal

connection between an anachrony and the narrative. Lowry's

analepsis on a prolepsis results in a temporal vortex, a

"retrospective advance notice [or perhaps an] anticipatory recall"

(Genette B3). Both the hiding and the discovery have already

occurred, and the h¡ding will be related later. This segment

confounds a facile reading of section 10, foregrounding the

narrative's lack of dependence on the chronological sequence of the

story told in Under the Volcano. For Lowry, the story presides over

time.

Returning to the macrostructure of Under the Volcano's opening

chapter, we see that section 1 1 brings the reader back to the main
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story level. Occupying roughly one half of a page (19-20), this piece

relates Laruelle's arrival at the ruins of Emperor Maximillian's

palace. He lingers here, long enough to muse on the ghosts of

Maximillian, carlotta, the consul and Yvonne. This division I will

name 1 1P.

Section 12, which occupies seventeen lines (20) relates the

story of Emperor Maximillian. This part also contains five lines of

dialogue. ostensibly, the Emperor speaks these lines and they are

therefore analeptic. However, the words spring from Laruelle's

imagination, and the segment can therefore also operate as part of

the main story level. section 12 further demonstrates that the

narrative of Under the Volcano is not strictly dependent upon

chronological sequence. Nonetheless, this part does invoke the rule

of Emperor Maximillian in the 1860's, the earliest date to which the

novel refers. This is 1?A.

The thirteenth temporal segment occupies eleven lines, ten of

which are dialogue (20). This part is analeptic, relating an argument

between the consul and Yvonne which Laruelle had stumbled upon.

The date is impossible to determine precisely, but the moment does

not follow very long after the Consul and Yvonnels arrival in Mexico.

Section 13 is separated temporally from section 12 by a brief return

to the main diegetic level: "or there were ghosts quarrelling" (20).

However, 12 and i3 are markedly linked: by the references to

settings in Mexico; by their related stories; and by their physical

proximity in the text. Furthermore, it ¡s not immediately apparent

that the two sets of dialogue come from two different couples. The

ambiguity further erodes chronological clarity in Under the Volcano
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by blurring the lines between events in the past and in the present.

obscured for the moment though the chronological sequence is, we

can find sufficient distinction to designate the eleven lines as a

separate section, 13G.

ln the fourteenth temporal section the narrative returns to the

main diegetíc level. occupying most of one page (21), this stretch

brings the reader along with Laruelle to the bridge over the

barranca, or ravine, near the town. This is l4p.

The bridge provides the setting for the fifteenth temporar

section, which occupies eight lines (21-??). This part acts as an

analepsis, going back to a time when Laruelle and the consul stood

on the bridge together. lts date is not apparent, but it seems most

likely to follow Yvonne's departure, a time when the two kept

company regularly. (1 5M)

The narrative next returns to the main story rever in the

sixteenth temporal section which occupies a single paragraph (z?).

In this division, Laruelle stands thinking, recalling his discovery

that the Consul and he lived on the same street in Mexico. This part

will be 16P.

Following this brief return to the main story lever, the

narrative shifts to the relatively lengthy and analeptic section 1z

(?2-27). This segment requires five pages of text to relate the

childhood friendship between Laruelle and the Consul in the summer

and fall of 1911. Section 17 also contains analepses which stretch

back even further to the consul's childhood in lndia (zz, 23, z5). The

analepses all take us back roughly to the same time however: the
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early childhood of the orphaned Geoffrey Firmin. This is section

17C.

Abruptly, the narrative shifts back to the main story level of
chapter one with Laruelle stepping out of the path of an oncoming

horseman on the bridge (?7). This section, the eighteenth, occupies

roughly three pages (27-30) and relates Laruelle's close call with

the drunken horseman and his arrival in Quauhnahuac. The division

also contains a brief but significant analepsis: "the spot where he

had met Yvonne with Hugh and Geoffrey that day" (28). This fragment

reaches back to the Day of the Dead, 1938, but is abbreviated enough

to avoid greatly disrupting the main story level. I will call this 1Bp.

The nineteenth temporal part ¡n Under the Volcano moves back

to Laruelle's days as a student after world war l, occupying a single

paragraph (30-31). The extent of this analepsis covers the past from

his student days up to his first viewing of Las Manos de orlac, some

years before. lt will be l gF.

The twentieth section occupies about two pages of text (3 i -

33). Here the narrative returns to the time of the main diegetic

Ievel: }oP. Laruelle has entered the cantina with the manager of the

cinema, Sr. Bustamente, who brings him a volume of Elizabethan

plays.

This book, once owned by the consur, ushers in the twenty-
first temporal section, occupying slightly less than half of one page

of text (33-34). This piece reaches back eighteen months before the

time of the main story, and six months before the consul's death, and

therefore in my scheme will be 21L. The extent of the analepsis

covers the time from Laruelle's borrowing the book, to the consul's
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asking for it several times in the following six months. The

narrative subject is Laruelle's borrowing and subsequent losing of

the book. This sect¡on also contains an achrony:

the consul had remarked with a diabolical look at him, a look at the

same time almost official, that seemed now to have said: 'l know,

Jacques, you may never return the book, but suppose r lend it you

precisely for that reason, that some day you may be sorry you did

not. oh, I shall forgive you then, but will you be able to forgive

yourself? Not merely for not having returned it, but because the

book will by then have become an emblem of what even now it ís

impossible to return' (33).

The consul never spoke the words in this passage; they are

attributed to him by the narrator. The sense of the passage, however,

is that the consul's speech is unvoiced but impricit in the

interaction between the two characters. rn effect, we have a

prolepsis on an analeptic event that has not actually occurred. The

distinction between the time of the main story and that of section

?1 here breaks down, providing another example of the narrative's

lack of dependence on chronological sequence.

Returning to the time of the main story, section 22 requires

slíghtly less than two pages of text. ln this section Laruelle and Sr.

Bustamente, the cinema manager, discuss the consul (34-35). I will

name this 22P.

During the conversation between Laruelle and Bustamente, the

narrative shifts temporally to the twenty-third section, occupying

less than two pages (35-37). This analeptic part refers to the days

of Porfirio Diaz, President of Mexico in the late nineteenth century
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(Ackerly & clipper 52-53). In this segment, the narrative subjects

are the history of Mexico as recalled by Bustamente, who equates

Consuls with spies, and the personality of Geoffrey Firmin

interpreted through Bustamente's memories. This is section z3B,

reaching back to a time shortly after that referred to in section iZA.
The twenty-fourth temporal section, occupying one paragraph

(24P) returns to the main story level. ln this part Laruelle interrupts

Bustamente to defend the Consul (37). This segment also contains a

short analepsis:

he had intended originally to enter the lndian Civil Service, he had in

fact entered the Diplomatic Service only for one reason and another

to be kicked downstairs into ever remoter consulships, and finally

into the sinecure in Quauhnahuac as a position where he was least

likely to prove a nuisance to the Empire (32¡.

These lines provide background information on the consul, but

because they occur in Laruelle's conversation they do not

significantly disrupt the temporality of section 24. ThaT. being said,

the presence of this analepsis further illustrates the constant

interweaving of the "past" and "present" in the narrative discourse

of Under the Volcano.

The twenty-fifth temporal section arcs back to worrd war I

and beyond, occupying two full pages of text (38-39). This analeptic

stretch extends from 1911, through the time of the Consul's military

service, and up to the time of his death. Laruelle's memories set the

temporal boundaries; memories of his estrangement from the Consul

as a child (39), of his understanding of the events that took place on

the S.S. samaritan (38-39), and of his arguments with the consul
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before his death (39). ln effect, the extent of this analepsis covers

nearly the entirety of the Consul's life. The analepsis ends with the

final estrangement of Laruelle and the Consul in the months before

the latter's death, providing everything but the details of the

Consul's last day of life. lwill designate this as section 25D.

The twenty-s¡xth temporal section opens with a mis-quotation

from Marlowe's Doctor Faustus (40). This segment, occupying one and

a half pages of text (40-41 ), returns to the main story level with

Laruelle reading through the book of Elizabethan plays first

described in section 20 (33).This division only covers the extent of

a few mÍnutes, during which time Laruelle plays "sortes

Shakespeareanae" (40). While playing this game, he discovers a

letter written by the consul to Yvonne, but never mailed. This is

section ?6P.

This "letter of sorts" (41) forms the twenty-seventh temporal

section in chapter one of Under the Volcano. Occupying

approximately five pages of text (41-46), this text within a text

dates from a single night in the spring of 1938, a few months prior

to the Consul's death. The narrative subject of the segment is the

consul's anguished loneliness for Yvonne, the story of their failed

marriage, and his desire to have her back. The letter itself contains

analepses going back to Yvonne's departure (41 , 43), and to before

their estrangement (45). The extent of time covered by this

analepsis cannot be determined precisely, but it seems likely that it
arcs back over a few months prior to Yvonne's departure and forward

to the night of the letter being written, more than a year before the

main story level. I will call this section 27K.
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With the ending of the letter, the narrative returns to the main

story level one last time in the twenty-eighth and final temporal

section. ln this part, which occupies just over one page of text (46-

47), Laruelle burns the letter he has just read. Chapter one of Under

the Volcano thus ends on the temporal level of the main story

events, without returning to the time of the main narrative set out

in section one. This is 2BP.

*

Now that each temporal section of chapter one of Under the

Volcano has been assigned according to its position in the narrative

and in the story, it is possible, using Genette's system (45), to
express the text's temporal scheme in a formula, however eye-

popping it may be. (The number, we recall, refers to each section's

position in Lowry's text, and the letter to its chronological position

in the story events. The letter A designates the earliest time in the

novel [1860's], and Q the latest [opening segment]):

1a (zP Iso]+P IsH]6P Izt{BE}]ep Il oru]1 1p [ 1z^Ii 3c]lr +e

Ir sv]16P [17c] 1BP It eF]zop [zi r_]zzp l?3llz4p Izso]zop
lzzrcl2BP)

I have foregrounded "P" deliberately. chapter one of under the

Volcano, we see, meanders around the dominant temporal position--

P (representing the main story level time)--which occupies 13 of

the 2B sections. lf we pare down the formula simply to the letters,
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the effect of anchoring in the present time of narrative becomes

more apparent:

QPOPHPIEP N PAG PMPCP F PLPB P D PKP

The zigzag progression of the discourse mirrors Laruelle's

indirect progress from the hotel to the cinema, his physical journey

and inward thoughts are an empathic journey into memory. Laruelle's

walk from the Hotel casino de Ia Selva to the cine Morelos seems

less directed by geography than by nostalgia. Disregarding the

straightest path, both Laruelle and the narrative prefer to stroll

around Quauhnahuac, recalling both painful and pleasant memories

and events. The structure evokes the semi-dignified promenade of a

man entering his dotage. Living between the past and the present,

both the narrative and Jacques Laruelle dodder around Quauhnahuac,

oblivious on the whole to the immediate world.

The back-and-forth progression of the narrative also

effectively characterizes the interplay between death and life in the

novel. Death belongs to the realm of the past, and life, in the form of

Jacques Laruelle, to the present, to the recursion of p. By

juxtaposing the present and the past, life and death, the narrative

joins in the Day of the Dead celebrations, "during which the souls of

those dead may communicate with the living" (Ackerley & clipper z).

Returning again and again to the dominant temporal position,

the order of the narrative also assumes a rotational quality, turning

upon the temporal axis which I have called P. That rotation echoes

nicely with the final sentence of the chapter, backing its way
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through a series of diegetic entries--"over," "ifl," "backwards"--and

inverted syntax, into emphatic final discovery of its symbolic

subject: "over the town, in the dark tempestuous night, backwards

revolved the luminous wheel" (42). This luminous wheel, made

available only at the end of such anticipation, is ostensibly a ferris

wheel, but, as interpretive critics have noted, the wheel of fate and

the wheel of time also come to mind (Ackerley & clipper 75). Lowry

himself apparently saw this wheel as a metaphor for the circular or

rotat¡onal form of his novel, a structure that certainly holds true,

too, in the temporal order of chapter one (Ackerley & clipper z5).

The whole narrative of Laruelle's journey is anareptic in

relation to the opening passage (lO.chapter one relates a story

(Laruelle's journey) which has occurred in the past, and is separate

from the time of narrating. Significantly, after the opening section

of chapter one the main narrative temporal level never returns;

chapter one ends on the main story level. This pattern would seem to
point to the prominence of a retrospective narrative impetus in the

initial chapter, to the narrator's reliance on instances ostensibly

created and legitimized by the memories of the characters.

We can also note that the narrative disrupts its zigzag

progress in only two places: section 7l merges into BE without

returníng to the main story level; and 124 merges into 13G. out of

the many shifts in the text, only these two instances, appearing as

"then-then" segments, disrupt the overwhelming "now-then"

uniformity of the narrative discourse. As I've earlier noted, even

124 and I 3G are briefly separated by a return to the main story

level, but the separation is radically abbreviated. The narrator
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avoids separating these two sections with a temporal shift, opting
instead to blur chronology through ambiguity. These segments, we

will recall, avoid clear distinctions between events

Emperor Maximillian's time and those from the late

conversely, sections 7l and BE offer a seamless edge. The narrative

moves from the time of the affair to Laruelle's stay in Saint pres

without returning to the main story events at all.

we can say further that the analepses in chapter one are (in

the jaw-wrenching vocabulary of Gerard Genette) "external

heterodiegetic." Again and again, they overwhelmingly reach back to
a time external to both the main narrative and story levels. Genette

states that these types of analepses traditionally deal "either with
a character recently introduced whose 'antecedents' the narrator
wants to shed light on...or they dear with a character who has been

out of sight for some time and whose recent past we must catch up

analeptic tradition slightly by providing antecedents for the Consul,

Yvonne, and Hugh before properfy introducing them. ln this way the
narrative anticipates itself through analepsis or, in other words, in
complication, through proleptic analepsis, which is to say double

anachrony.

Under the Volcano's first chapter antic¡pates what has already
happened in diegetic time and what has yet to be related in the
narrative. To quote Genette on the specific formula of this double

anachrony, w€ can think of the question in this way: "lt had already

happened, as we will see later" (83). The effect of the doubled

anachrony in this text is to defeat simple reliance on direct

dating from

1930's.
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temporal chronology. That is, the studied arrangement of events in

Under the Volcano bears little relation to their order of succession

in story time. ln chronological infidelity the narrative moves to the

fore to shape events and create effects.

The narrative, far from being "turbid" and hard to

William H. New characterizes it (Malcolm Lowry 30), is

follow, as

in the first
chapter of under the Volcano at least, highly formalized in a

structure that deviates in only two instances. For all its notoriety

as complex and bewildering, the narrative actually shifts back and

forth in time in keeping with a remarkably regular pattern, providing

antecedents for the story events to be related in the rest of the

novel. The narrative in fact maintains a tight control over the story

events, ordering them according to its rather strict formal structure

and aesthetic purpose rather than to their chronological sequence.
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CHAPTER THREE

DURATION

ln the analysis of order, we look to the concurrence between

story and narrative sequences as a reference point. we can then

catalogue and compare deviations from that concurrence. The

duration of a narrative offers no such base. whereas the temporal

duration of a story can be easily identified (a story starts at such

and such a time, and ends at such and such a time), it is impossible

to measure that of a narrative. The analysis of duration, lacking a

verifiable point of reference, must therefore concentrate on the

steadiness in speed of the narrative. The speed of a narrative, by

Genette's definition, is íts "relationship between a duration (that of

the story, measured in seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and

years) and a length (that of text, measured in lines and in pages)"

(87-BB). Genette chooses, then, to measure time spatially in a text
according to how many pages an event takes. obviously, the analysis

of duration has validity only at the macroscopic level, using

important temporal and spatial breaks to identify the narrative

articulations in a text, a reality which is what I intend to observe in

It is evident, then, that a thesis cannot accommodate an

analysis of the entire novel. Rather than discussing all of Under the

Volcano in broad terms, lwill again proceed selectively. lwill
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consider the duration of a shorter section of the text in greater and,

I hope in more productive detail. By examining a shorter section of

text, however, I hope also to draw out certain qualities of duration

in the narrative as a whole. Because not every detail can be

considered, this analysis will have to rely upon a select number of

instances as a basis for understanding narrative duration in Under

the Volcano.

The first object, then, is to choose a section of the novel that

contains sufficient material for analysis, and that resonates with

other instances in the text. I will exclude chapters one, and eleven

and twelve (which will be díscussed later) of the novel for the sake

of variety as well as for breadth of focus. Recognizing that this

choice must necessarily be somewhat arbit¡ary, I wíll nonetheless

concentrate on chapter ten of under the Volcano. This section

contains some unusual effects of rhythm and, at thirty-three pages,

is of average length in the novel.

To begin the analysis of narrative duration in chapter ten, we

must identify its narrative articulations. Using important temporal

and spatial breaks as narrative dividing points, we can establish the

divisions of chapter ten as follows:

(1) Page 283. Here, the Consul stands in the Salon Ofelia,

ordering mescal. This segment, comprising the first paragraph, and

the first seven lines of the second, forms the narrative present of

this chapter. The main diegetic level relates the consul, Hugh, and

Yvonne trying to order dinner in the salon, late in the afternoon of

the Day of the Dead, 1938. I will call rhis Salon Ofelia.
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(2) Pages 283-286. After a temporal and spatial break, this

part relates the Consul's waiting for Lee Maitland, a mysterious

character never fully characterized. This event takes place before

the consul meets Yvonne, and evidently occurs on one morning in

canada, near Niagra Falls. This passage I will name Lee Maittand.

(3) Pages 286-290. The narrative returns to the Consul

standing in the doorway of the Salon, where it left him at the end of

section one. Sa/o n Ofetia.

(4) Page 29O. After another temporal and spatial displacement,

this passage relates the brief visit to a church by the Consul and Dr.

Vigil, the Mexican doctor first met in chapter one, on the previous

night. I will refer to this as the church visit,

(5) Pages 290-293. ln this division, the narrative returns to

the "present," wherein we read of the salon's bizarre menu. salon

Of elia.

(6) Page 293. Following another alteration in time and space,

this part goes back to the time spent in Granada by the consul and

Yvonne, where they married in 1935 (Ackerly & clifford 111). The

amount of time that they spent there is not specified, but a period of

some months can be safely assumed. This section I will call Granada.

(7) Pages 294'295. This segment returns to the narrative

present of chapter ten. ln this section the consul catalogues the

bottles he has finished in his life. Salon Ofelia.

(B) Pages 295-296. After yet anorher temporal and spat¡al

shift, the consul wakes up in the toilet outside the salon. Here he

spends an indeterminate amount of tíme listening to Hugh and
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Yvonne, trying to recall how he got there. This passage I will name

the roilet.

(9) Pages 296-303. After a brief elfipsis, the consul comes to,

again in the toilet, discovering a small bottle of mescal and a travel

brochure beside him. Here, he lapses in and out of consciousness and

comprehension. Salon Ofelia.

(10) Pages 303-308. After a displacement in space and time,

we find the Consul again sitting with Hugh and yvonne in the Salon

where they realize his drunkenness. Salon Ofelia.

(11) Pages 308-309. Following a temporal break, the consul

hallucinates an elaborate speech, then realizes that he has not said a

word. I will refer to this section as the speech.

(12) Pages 309-3'l5. Here the narrative returns to the salon

where Hugh and the consul are arguing. yvonne leaves the table

briefly, unable to watch the Consul in his drunken state. ln this part,

the Consul shouts at Hugh and yvonne, denouncing them as betrayers.

Salon Ofelia.

(13) Pages 315-316. Following a temporar and sparial change,

the narrative arcs back again to the morning that the Consul waited

for Lee Maitland at the train station. Lee Maitland.

(14) Page 316. After a final alteration in time and space, we

come to the last narrative articulation of chapter ten. This sect¡on

returns to the Salon ofelia, from which the Consul bolts, leaving

Hugh and Yvonne behind. Salon Ofelia.

chapter ten of under the Volcano. then, consists of fourteen

narrative articulations. These fourteen sections refer to six
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different temporal and spatial sites which are expressed in

chronological order as follows:

Lee Maitland: indeterminate time; preceding marriage of the

Consul and Yvonne.

Granada: 1935; marriage of the Consul and yvonne.

Church visit: night of the Red Cross Ball; night before narrative

present of chapter ten.

Salon Ofelia: narrative present; late afternoon, Day of the

Dead, 1 938.

Toilet: same time frame as in the salon ofelia, but separated

from it by a significant spatial difference.

Speech: contemporary with the two preceding temporal sites,

but separated from the others by the fact that it occurs only in the

Consul's mind.

Combining the above rough schematic of narrative

articulations with the chronology of story events, we can express

the main variations of speed in Lowry's narrative:

Lee Maitland: Three and a half pages for one morning.

(an ellipsis of some years.)

Granada. Half of one page for an indefinite, but substantial

period of time.

(Another ellipsis of a few years.)

church visit one paragraph for a short period of time.

(Ellipsis of events preceding yvonne's meeting with the

Consul earlier in the day.)

Salon Ofelia: Just over twenty pages for a few hours.

(Ellipsis of several moments.)
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Toilet: Eight pages for a period of several minutes,

incorporating several elfipses of indeterminate duration.

Speech: One and a half pages for an instant.

with this list we can make certain observations about the

variations of narrative speed in chapter ten of under the Volcano.

First, we can see that the text ranges from one and a half pages to

report an instant (the speech) to half of one page for a number of

months (Granada). we can also observe that twenty-nine and a half

pages out of thirty-four concern the events occurring at the Salon

ofelia, including the toilet and hallucinated speech episodes. The

narrative, by slowing in covering the events of the Day of the Dead,

1938, foregrounds that temporal site. clearly, this particular day

functions as the narrator's main topic, occupying as it does such an

overwhelming proportion of the text, so much of the narrator's time

and attention.

Next, we can see that the duration of the ellipses varies in the

course of the narrative. The ellipses range in duration from years to

moments. ln all cases, the ellipses speed over indeterminate

amounts of time, but the amounts are nonetheless radically

different. As the durations of the ellipses decrease they become

more ubíquitous. ln fact, the ellipses in the latter part of chapter

ten create a narrative that becomes increasingly discontinuous, and

effectively expressive of the protagonist's wobbling awareness. The

chapter becomes gradually less dependent on narrative isochrony for

its organization. we can no longer rely upon any logical sense of

sequence; chronological disorientation becomes the norm.
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Structuraty, etipsis exists, Genette ters us, on a continuum
of narrative speed which ranges from ,,the infinite speed of eilipsis,
where a nonexistent section of narrative corresponds to some
duration of story, on up to the absolute slowness of descriptive
pause, where some section of narrative discourse corresponds to a
nonexistent diegetic duration" (Genette g3_g4). usíng Genette,s
definition, w€ can consider four narrative movements: eripsis;
pause; scene' which most often involves díalogue and a conventionar
mix of narrative and story; and summary, which has a frexibre pace
and covers the range of speed between scene and ellipsis. These
four narrative movements, by their presence or absence, figuresignificantlyinchaptertenspecifically,andin@
ge ne ra lly.

As r have arready noted, the durations of the eripses are
uniformly indefinite; the narrative supplies no indication of duration
whether of years or of minutes. Moreover, the erided sections in
Lowry's narrative are true gaps in the story; no characterization ofthe elided events is forthcoming.

The narrative racunae foilowing the Lee Maitrand and Granada
passages therefore pose no rear chatenge to the coherence of under
the Vorcano' The two events from the past which they srÍde over are
so clearry isorated from the rest of the narrative that the ,,ross,, ofthe intervening years causes no break in continuity. sited in the
past, both the Granada and Lee Maitrand sections avoid disrupting the
events of the narrative present.

on the other hand, the ellipses associated with the consul,s
level of sobriety have a significant impact upon narrative
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continuity. Unannounced in the text, their presences can only be

inferred by the reader. The first such ellipsis occurs when the

Consul wakes in the toilet (295). The narrative goes on to provide

some of the elided story events relating to his walk from the table

to the toilet (296), but that addition scarcely restores a sense of

continuity to the temporal break that occurs here. There follows a

series of ellipses which become impossible to localize temporally.

The Consul, reading the travel brochure, eavesdropping, and recalling

fragments of past conversations, lapses into and out of

consciousness, unable to distinguish between reality and delusion

(296-303). The narrative harmonizes with the Consul's lack of

coherence, lurching from snatches of conversation between Yvonne

and Hugh, to a badly translated tourist brochure, and to the Consul's

memories--all this without any sort of orderly or marked transition.

Just as the Cónsul blacks out, so too do we sustain a loss of

comprehension. The multiple ellipses render us unable to gauge the

passage of time and force us to struggle for understanding along

with the Consul.

The narrative movement of summary, on the other hand, does

not figure predominantly in chapter ten of Under the Volcano.

Describing the range of speed between that of ellipsis and that of

scene, Genette iocates summary, which according to him, occurs

when narrative time is less than story time. ln this case, dramatic

and descriptive details are passed over in favour of brevity. The

speed of summary can approach that of ellipsis and also can slow to

the pace of scene, but most often hovers between these two

extremes. lnterestingly, chapter ten contains only two instances of
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what could be considered as summary: the consul's waiting for Lee

Maitland (283-2.86); and the passage describing the time the consul

and his wife Yvonne spent in Granada (293).

That being the case, these sections cannot truly be defined as

summary; rather, they are examples of iterative narrative. This type
of narrative, which according to Genette occurs "where a single

narrative utterance takes upon itself several occurrences together
of the same event", will be discussed further in the next chapter,

where I will make specific references to these two ¡nstances (1 l6).
ln the first example, the consul spends much of one day waiting for
the train, an event summarized in just over three pages. However,

this section also contains a reference to his daily habits of the time:
That was the time too, in the storm country, when -the lightning is

peeling the poles, Mr Firmin, and biting the wires, sir - you can taste
it afterwards too, in the water, pure sulphur,'that at four o'clock
each afternoon, preceded, out of the adjacent cemetery, by the
gravedigger - sweat¡ng, heavy-footed, bowed, long-jawed and

trembling, and carrying his special tools of death - he would come to
this same tavern to meet Mr euattras, the Negro bookie from
Codríngton, in the Barbados (Z85).

The second case, the stay in Granada, of indefinite but
substantial duration, is summarized in one half of one page.

However, this passage also berongs to the realm of iteratÍve
narrative as we can see in the following passage:

Behind her eyes, beyond her, the consul, an instant, saw Granada, and

the train waltzing from Algeciras over the plains of Andalusia,

chufferty pupperty, chufferty pupperty, the low dusty road from the
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station past the old bull-ring and the Hollywood bar and into the

town, past the British Consulate and convent of Los Angeles up past

the Washington lrving Hotel (You can't escape me, I can see you,

England must return again to New England for her values!), the old

number seven train running there: evening, and the stately horse cabs

clamber up through the gardens slowly, plod through the arches,

mounting past where the eternal beggar is playing on a guitar wíth

three strings, though the gardens, gardens, gardens everywhere, up,

up, to the marvellous traceries of the Alhambra (which bored him)

past the well where they had met.... (293)

Here again we have events that have occurred a number of

times narrated only once, rendering the true duration of this

movement impossible to verify. For now, it is enough to note that

summary, as a narrative movement, scarcely operates in chapter ten.

Where summary begins to operate, the narrator relates in a single

instance events which occurred a number of times, rendering the

duration of the narrated events impossible to identify. This is not

surprising, since in Genette's view "summary probably occupies a

limited place in the whole corpus of narrative," but in chapter ten of

Under the Volcano summary always destructs (Genette 9Z). Lowry's

narrative either ignores the passage of time altogether (ellipsis) or,

as we shall see, attempts to render it as faithfully as possible

(scene). For Lowry, summary, representing a mid-point between two

extremes, holds no attraction. Narrating only significant events,

this novel does not trouble with the connective tissue of summary,

ignoring whatever for its purposes does not have dramatic impact.
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ln contrast to summary, the narrative movement which Genette

names "pause" figures prominently in chapter ten. ln this movement,

narrative time is much, in theory even infinitely, greater than story

time; summary most often manifests itself in descriptive passages.

lf, for instance, a text devotes one page to the description of a

building, the narrative at that point and for the time being halts. ln

such an example, no story events occur--diegetic time does not

progress--but the narrative continues. As Genette shows, pause is

the polar opposite of ellipsis, the former devoting a duration of

narrative time to a nonexistent story time, and the latter no

narrative time to the duration of story (95).Several examples of

this pattern exist in chapter ten, all stemming from a single source:

the tourist folder the Consul discovers on the floor of the toilet
(296). ln the to¡let, time does not function: "perhaps there was no

time either, in this stone retreat. Perhaps this was the eternity that
he'd been making so much fuss aboul" (296). ln Lowry's narrative, the

toilet passage voids temporal order and progress, rendering

impossible any attempt to chart the duration of elapsed time.

lronically, in this text, the descriptive pauses are doubry

descriptive; not only do they describe what and how the consul is

reading, but they also relate the geography and history of Tlaxcala.

Appearing over a space of eight pages (2g6-303), the out-

takes from the tourist folder serve to halt the narrative to a

metronomic pattern. The speed of the narrative swings back and

forth from the slowness of pause (the quotations from the travel

folder) to the slightly qurcker scene (the Consul's passing out in the

toilet).
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Taken individually, however, the descriptive pauses scarcely

slow down the narrative of chapter ten. The pauses are brief, the

longest being only twenty lines long (298), but their numbers make

them significant. over the space of eight pages, pauses occur fifteen

times in regular alternation with the snatches of Yvonne and Hugh's

conversation as it is overheard by the Consul.

This rhythmic variation foregrounds the Consul's difficulty in

distinguishing between reality and imagination. His reading of the

travel folder is as disjointed and tortured as his "reading" of the

conversation between his wife, Yvonne, and his half-brother, Hugh. ln

this regard, the out-takes from the travel folder fail to bring the

narrative to a complete halt because they correspond to a

"contemplative pause" by the consul (Genette 100). ln effect, the

Consul's attempt to understand his surroundings, and his

contemplation over his ex-wife's returning to him function as story

events. Because of his disordered mental state, the Consul seeks

meaning in inappropriate places (the toilet; the travel folder). His

reading of the travel folder is actually a story event, not only a

narrative movement. ln this wây, then, the passages from the travel

folder cannot be strictly defined as true pauses. Nonetheless, their

effect severely disrupts the narrative duration and creates a

strikingly rhythmic discourse.

Finally, we turn to the fourth narrative movement, that of

scene, in which narrative time roughly corresponds to story time.

Scene creates the illusion that ten minutes of story, say, requires

ten minutes of narrative time. That correspondence only functions on

a conventíonal basis, merely approximating the equality of story and
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narrative time through the use of dialogue and other mimetic, or

dramatic, touches.

ln Lowry's chapter ten, a qualified scene works as the main

form of narrative movement. All other functional narrative

movements--ellipsis and pause--appear in relation to a particular

scene in chapter ten: that of the Consul in the toilet. As I noted

before, those sections sited in the Salon Ofelia occupy nearly thirty

of the thirty-four pages comprising chapter ten. These sections

belong to the main story level, in the narrative present. That level

relates the three main characters conversing, drinking, swimming

and generally passing time in the Salon. The level of physical action

remains subdued, in deference to the personal dynamics created

among the three.

ln chapter ten the clearest example of this attent¡on to the

relationships between Yvonne, Hugh, and the consul takes place

during the reading of the salon ofelia's menu (zgz-?93). Here, the

consul, Yvonne, and Hugh ridicule the barbarisms contained in the

menu, delighting in the double entendres, many of which seem to

elude Yvonne. The fact that this part of chapter ten consists mainly

of dialogue helps to create an illusion of equality between story and

narrative t¡me. Further, the dramatic effect caused by the

preponderance of dialogue creates a sense of realism; a sense which

is actually as contrived as any other narrative movement. That being

said, there exists very little pure dialogue in under the Volcano.

Scene functions in a non-traditional manner in Lowry's novel just as,

in Genette's estimation, it does in proust's narrative (111).
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According to Genette, the traditionar rhythm of novelistic

narrative follows a summary/scene alteration with scene providing

dramatic episodes to supplement summary's generalizations (1og).

Yet, as I have already shown, summary does not f¡gure in the

narrative discourse of chapter ten. The absence of summary

rhythm, one that resonates throughout the novel. The main story

level remains constant--outside of chapter one--throughout the

novel, relating the events of a síngle day wíth a conventional

equality of narrative and story time, eliding very little of the story.

However, the equality of the two temporal levels withers in the

presence of anachronies (analepses and prolepses), and other

narrative intrusions. A true dramatic illusion of realism, or

mimesis, does not function in chapter ten, nor in the rest of the

novel. Lowry's narrative permits no traditional scenes to develop,

interrupting them often enough to nullify true mimesis. lf we return

to the menu scene for an example, we find the narrator disrupting

the illusion of reality with these words: "yvonne was laughing, the

foregoing bawdry mostly over her head however, the consul felt, and

still she hadn't noticed anything" (zg2). This intrusion occurs in the

midst of nearly pure dialogue, causing enough of a disruption to
foreground the narrator's direct control over the story events.

ln short, the narrative duration in chapter ten of under the

Volcano follows an unusual rhythm. Foregoing summary, subverting

scene, and maintaining tight control over pause and ellipsis, this

narrative returns to the main story level again and again as a sort of

coda. The events from the Day of the Dead, 1938, function as the
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primary focus for a rhythm which maintains a conventional temporal

equality between story and narrative, slowing down over select

analepses and speeding over story time that does not directly have

an impact on the relationship between the three main characters.

chapter ten, like chapter one, works as a distinct unit.

However, it is when duration, order, and frequency are considered

together that we can discern the most interesting temporal

qualities of a narrative. Therefore, I will forego any further analysis

of duration in favour of proceeding to the next category of narrative

temporality, that of frequency.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FREQUENCY

Chapters eleven and twelve of Under the Volcano contain the

greatest dramatic story events, the most action, and the final words

of the two most vocal characters. Although the events attended to in

these two chapters take place in separate locations, they exist on

the same temporal level. Because the story events in the final two

chapters happen nearly simultaneously, certain repetitions occur in

the narrative.

As I have constantly done so far, I will again concentrate on

time specifically in looking at these sections of Under the Volcano,

turning now to frequency. However, what Genette calls the relations

of frequency or repetition between the numbers of times events

occur in plot and in story, involves more than temporality (113). A

survey of frequency also concerns itself with the nature of the

action contained in the narrative. This aspect of Genette's theory

departs from strict temporal quantifying, and moves into analyzing

the nature of the action narrated. Bearing these practices in mind, I

will examine the degree of repetition and its effect on temporality

in Under the Volcano.

Narrative repetitions, as conceived by Genette, involve "a

series of several similar events considered only in terms of their

resemblance" (113). Take, for example, a hypothetical characteris

habit of eating eggs for breakfast every morning for one year"
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obviously the 365 breakfasts are unique events, each involving

differences in order (one comes before another, and so on), and of

duration, but they resemble each other enough to be considered

repetitions of the same event. Extending the hypothetical situat¡on,

we can imagine a narrative that contains this series of breakfasts. A

narrative (using Genette's system) has four options for relating the

breakfasts. lt can tell "once what happened once, n times what

happened n times, n times what happened once, once what happened n

times" (Genette 1 14). ln other words, our hypothetical narratíve can

tell us once that our character ate eggs for one breakfast, 365 times

that he ate eggs 365 times, twenty times, say, that he ate eggs on

one particular day, or once that he ate eggs every day for one year,

and so on. Genette identifies the four modalities of frequency as

follows: narrating once what happened once as singulative; narrating

n times what happened n times as singulative with repetitions;

narrating n times what happened once as repeating narrative; and

narrating one time what happened n times as iterative (1 1 5-1 6). ln

short, a story event can happen once or repeatedly, and a narrative

can relate it (or them) once or repeatedly. I would add that these

four relations of frequency work in any number of variations beyond

what I have used here, and each contains distinct characteristics.

ln the case of chapters eleven and twelve of under the Volcano.

we must determine whether or not the story events occur once or

repeatedly, and also what degree of repetition is evídent in the

narrative discourse. To that end; I will sketch a rough plot outline

for the final two chapters of Under the Volcano.
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chapter eleven begins at sunset on the Day of the Dead, 1938; a

storm brews in the distance. The dramatic situation presents Yvonne

and Hugh beginning their search for the drunken consul, Geoffrey

Fírmin. Reasoning that Geoffrey is heading for parian, a nearby town,

Yvonne and Hugh set off down a jungle path following his trail. Faced

with a fork in the path they choose the wrong trail, taking the main

path where the consul took the other. As they follow the trail,

twilight deepens and stars begin to appear. After a brief walk,

Yvonne and Hugh reach El petate, the first of two cantinas on the
path to Parian. Here, Hugh learns that the Consul has not entered El

Petate that night. The pair continue through the increasing darkness,

soon after reaching another cantina, El popo, where they stop to
inquire after the consul. They stay here rong enough for Hugh to learn

that Geoffrey has not been there, and for yvonne to get drunk on

mescal. At twelve minutes to seven, yvonne and Hugh leave El popo

and continue to Parian (331). Shortly before seven o'clock, they begin

to hurry down the path as the storm begins in earnest (332).

Moments later, during a lull in the storm, they hear a "sharp pistol-

like report, from somewhere ahead" (333).At this point in the path

they become separated, confused by the darkness and by a large bole

blocking the trail. As Hugh blunders about in the jungle yvonne

climbs up onto the slippery log, calling out to Hugh as rain falls on

them. As Yvonne waits for Hugh, she spots the crazed horse galloping

down the path toward her, and she tries to get down off the log,

loses her footing and falls in front of the horse (335). The horse

tramples her and she dies, her death ending the chapter.
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Throughout chapter eleven, the narrative provides explicit

indicators of time passing. These indicators range from direct

citations of the time of day--"twelve to seven" (331)--to

descriptions of the changing night sky: "the stars low down on the

western horizon" (321). The narrative effectively recreates the

passage of time by describing the darkening of the sky, the

appearance of stars and lamp-light, and the gradual onset of the

thunderstorm. The order of events largely conforms to chronology,

analepsis and prolepsis figuring infrequently and briefly.

The narrative of chapter eleven, then, fairly straight-

forwardly follows Hugh and Yvonne as they walk along the path to

Parian and faithfully reports the passage of time up to yvonne's

death. Considered as a unit, it functions as a singulative narrative.

The narrative "tells once what happens once" during Hugh and

Yvonne's journey from the salon ofelia to the log blocking the path.

According to Genette, the form of narrative "where the singularness

of the narrative statement corresponds to the singularness of the

narrated event" represents the standard of narrative method in the

western tradition (114). The familiarity of this narrative style

contributes to a comfortable sense of verisimilitude. This style

corresponds to that employed in newspapers, and in everyday

conversations. I am not attempting to say that Lowry aims for

realism here, but that the singulative narrative's normality creates

a sense of reality. Coupled with the conventional order of events, the

singulative narrative of chapter eleven creates a sense of reportage,

of documentary.
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However, an examination of chapter twerve reveals how

Lowry's narrative subverts realism, defeats strict chronology, and

foregrounds the inadequacy of individuar perceptions. once more, for
the sake of convenience, r will first bríefly outline the plot. The

chapter opens with the consul ordering mescal in the nearly

deserted Farolito, a cantina with a very disreputable reputation for
fascist associatíons, shortly before six in the evening in parian, As

a thunderstorm approaches, he notices a crock on the barracks next

door indicating six o'clock. The consur continues to drink mescal,

becoming steadily drunker as the Farolito begins to fill with

customers. At this point, a policeman enters the square outside the

Farolito, leading the white horse once owned by the lndian murdered

in chapter eight. Shortly thereafter, Diosdado, the owner of the

Farolito, enters and returns the Consul's missing letters from
Yvonne. Stunned, the Consul moves into the warren-like back rooms

of the cantina where he finds an ord woman playing dominoes. lt ís

now "after six in the evening," and he stays with the old woman,

drinking and reading his letters as thunder sounds in the distance

(344-45). As darkness falls and the storm descends, the consul goes

further into the Farolito with Maria, a prostitute with whom he

stays until half past six (347-52). Leaving the Farolito briefly, he

realizes that the horse he saw earrier is the one once owned by the

lndian.

while he is inspecting the horse, a Mexican police officer
challenges him (355). Drunk, the consul can barely comprehend or

answer the officer's questions as they force him back into the

cantina while lightning flashes. over the course of the next half
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hour, the police officer harasses the consul. The interrogation

arouses the interest of two other officers as well as the customers

in the Farolito. panicked, heartbroken, and intoxicated, the consul

proves no match for the baiting by the police and they suspect hÍm of
communist leanings. By a quarter to seven, the fascists/police

officers are deciding what to do with the Consul, as he haplessly

Iistens to the barflies ranting all around him (364). Despite the

warnings from two of the customers, the Consul sits and waits for

the fascists to deal with him (367-6s). Then, less than five minutes

after last checking his watch (twelve minutes to seven?) the Consul

finds himself again harassed by the police who go through his

pockets and find Hugh's press telegram detailing fascist activities
in Mexico (369-70). This is enough evidence for the police, who

decide to take the consul to prison. Upon realizing this, the Consul

makes an attempt to escape, grabbing a machete, waving it at the

crowd as the clock strikes seven (3zz). Stumbling outside moments

later, the Consul releases the white horse just before the officer

shoots him three times as thunder crashes (373). The chapter ends

with the consul falling into the ravine, screaming as he realizes

that he is dying.

chapter twelve, like chapter eleven, contains explÍcit

indications of the passage of time. Through references to the

darkening of the sky, to the gradual buíld-up of the storm, and to the

clock on the barracks, the narrative carefully relates the
progression of the story events. As in chapter eleven, this chapter

relates the events of approximately one hour with meticulous

temporal detail and chronological faithfulness. Taken as a unit, then,



chapter twelve also functions as a singulative narrative, relating

"once what happens once." As in chapter ereven, there are no

internal repetitions of story events in the final chapter of Under the

Volcano.

However, taking the last two chapters as a narrative unit, we

find some elements emerging to disrupt the singular style. As I have

already said, the two chapters happen on the same temporal level:

roughly between six and seven o'clock in the evening of the Day of
the Dead, 1938. The story events are separated spatially, but not by

more than a matter of a mile or two. Due to the temporal coincidence

and spatial proximity that hold for the final chapters, w€ suppose

that the thunderstorm and nightfall occur simultaneously. This

conformity does not in itself disrupt the singulative narrative inside

each chapter, but it does create a temporal refationship that defeats

the sense of realism conveyed in chapter eleven. As we read chapter

twelve, we realize its temporal conformity with chapter eleven,

that the thunder over the Farolito also clashes over Hugh and yvonne

on the jungle path. ln effect, the narrative narrates twice some of
what happens once; the thunder crashes once, but Lowry's narrative

relates it twice. This style Genette calls repeatrng narrative, and it
functions in another, more sígnificant, instance in the last two

chapters of Under the Volcano (Genette 1 1 5-1 16).

The most powerful example of repeating narrative in chapters

eleven and twelve centres on the pistol shots that kill the Consul.

The shooting itself occupies only four short paragraphs in the text, a

matter of seconds in the diegetic level (323-374). As one of the

most dramatic ínstances in the story, the consul's death seems to
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receive short shrift. That impression dissipates, however, when one

recalls the "sharp pistol-like report, from somewhere ahead, as of a

back-firing car...followed by another and another" heard by yvonne

and Hugh as they approach parian in chapter eleven (333). The

shootíng in chapter twelve functions as a repetition for the reader

because we have already "heard" the shots. The dramatic impact of
the Consul's death amplifies through this repetition in a manner that
renders a long, descriptive scene unnecessary.

While singulative and repeating narratives operate prominently

in chapters eleven and twelve, other chapters in under the volcano
utilize a third form of narrative frequency, that of the iterative. As

I earlier mentioned, two iterative passages occur in chapter ten.

Genette identifies the iterative as occurring when ,,a single

narrative utterance takes upon itself several occurrences ...of the

same event" (Genette 1 16).

Like the final chapters in the novel, chapter ten largely

operates in the singulative mode--what happens once is related

once--and the iterative, like the repeating narrative, works in

contrast to that mode. The iterat¡ve type narrates one time what
happened n times on the story level. ln chapter ten, there are two
examples of the iterative mode: one appears in the passage

stretching back to the consul's life in canada with the mysterious

Lee Maitland (285) and the other in the part concerning the consul

and Yvonne's time in Granada (293). ln both of these segments, the

narrative moves into a past external to the main narrative of the

novel. The events do not directly affect the story events in the
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novel, and are separated by both time and distance from the Day of

the Dead, 1938, in Mexico.

ln the first passage, the narrator tells us that the Consul went

to the tavern preceded by the sweating, trembling grave-digger

every day. The narrative relates this one time what happened over

and over again over a substantial period of time. The method

effectively describes the consul's past way of life. The regularity of

his drinking, coupled with the regular attendance of the grave-

digger, graphically illustrates the almost suicidal progress of his

alcoholism. ln this manner, the iterative narrative fulfils a

descriptive role with an economy of text that sum mary cannot

match. Through this mode, we gain an insight into the Consul's past

in a few lines that convey his self-destructive habits with poetic

brevity"

The second iterative passage from chapter ten relates the

courtship and marriage of Geoffrey Firmin and his wife, yvonne

(293). Again, summary gives way to the iterative here, the narrative

relating at one time events which seem to have occurred a number of
times. The events repeated are: "the old number seven train running

there"; "the stately horse cabs" moving through the gardens; and "the

eternal beggar" playing on a guitar with three strings (293), The

iterative narrative compresses the days spent in Granada into these

events, suggesting an idyllic regularity of picturesqueness. The

effect of this passage creates a sense that these are the "good old

days" for the consul, a time when he and yvonne were happy together

living a slower, predictable, virtually unchanging life in Granada.

Again, the iterative narrative performs a descriptive role in this
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passage, conveying a sense of the life led by the Consul in a space of

a few lines in a brevity that summary could not command. ln

representing the events, the iterative conveys a concrete story of a

past external to the main narrative of chapter ten. The iterative

enables Lowry to characterize the Consul in a more economical and

dramatic way than he could, say, in a scene or a pause.

To speak more generally, the singulative narrative functions as

the main organizational mode in Under the Volcano. The novel relates

the events of a single day in basically chronological order, as a rule

reporting events in a singular frequency, that is with the same

frequency as they occur. What repetit¡on does occur serves a

dramatic import or a matter of significant descnption. The

variations in frequency serve to amplify certain events and to create

a sense of drama that a more conventional singulative narrative

usually cannot. By relying upon the singulative for the majority of

the novel, Lowry's narrative manages to create a sense of

familiarity with the characters and events that fractures at

dramatic points. The effect ls analogous to increasing the volume in

a musical composition in selected passages, drawing attention to

the narrator's discourse and to the story events.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

After so long and so technical matters, we can turn now to
some conclusions about how Lowry handles time ín his dense and

infamous novel. order, duration, and frequency all function as parts

of narrative time. Taken together, these three categories comprise

the temporal structure in any narrative. As Genette points out, "we

can characterize the temporal stance of a narrative only by

considering at the same time all the relationships it establishes

between its own temporality and that of the story it tells" (155). ln
other words, we can reconsider the novel by looking at how order,

duration and frequency work together, in addition to how they

function separately. Armed w¡th detairs provided by close

examination of the novel, I can now discuss the ways in which Under

the Volcano functions as a temporal whole.

lf we turn first to chapter one of Under the Volcano, we wíll

recall that Lowry's narrative follows a regular rhythm, swinging

back and forth between the past (especially the Day of the Dead,

1938) and the "present" (the Day of the Dead, 1939). The first
chapter of Lowry's novel exhibits a rather strict control of the story
events, ordering them in a regular pattern rather than according to
chronology.

Lowry's narrative

chapter ten, as in

follows an unusual but consistent

chapter one, the narrative focuses

pattern. ln

on the events of
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the Day of the Dead, 1938. ln the tenth chapter, Lowry's narrative

skips over "past" time, and devotes most of the text to carefully

detailing the events on the Day of the Dead. The "present,'--the Day

of the Dead, 1938--functions as the narrative focal point. when

Lowry delves into the "past" he does so with a restraint that he

avoids in describing the main story events.

ln the eleventh and twelfth chapters of Lowry's novel, as I

have shown, the narrative observes a fairly conventional strategy.
The frequency of the narrative discourse--its capacity for
repetition--remains largely singulative. A singulative narrative
relates once what happens once, and this style, Genette tells us,

represents the norm in the western novelistic tradition ('114). The

last two chapters of Lowry's novel, however, also contain some

sígnificant instances of repetition, especially those centred on the
pistol shots that kill the Consul. The repetitions stand out from the

rest of the two final chapters, drawing attention to themselves and

heightening the sense of catastrophe.

Now, without delving into the same depth of analysis

performed in previous chapters, I can make some more general

statements about under the Volcano. obvíously, the categories of
order, duration, and frequency do not operate in isolation. Each

chapter in Lowry's novel contains effects in the three categories. ln

fact, it is when all three narrative modes are considered together
that the most interesting conclusions can be formed. To that end, I

can now offer some less rigidly defined findings on the novel.

chapter one of under the Vorcano, as in chapters eleven and

twelve, operates with a largely singulative narrative. lt seems as
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though Laruelle, proceeding on his journey, conjures up past events

as he walks, each step corresponding to a new memory. He casts over

his past, alighting only once on each particular memory. The

narrative does return again and again to the events occurring on the

Day of the Dead, 1938, but never to the same event twice. The

recurring return focuses the reader's attention on that day without

disrupting the fairly traditional singulative narrative. The narrative

relates the current story events--Laruelle's walk--chronologically,

following him along his route as he revisits a succession of

individual memories, each of them once and once only. Lowry's

narrative does disrupt the singulative in one significant passage: the

passage stretching back to the summer Laruelle and the Consul spent

together as children (2?-27). This segment relates the time the pair

spent in England and France with the Taskersons and narrates once

what happened several times. This part in the novel, where the

narrative "takes upon itself several occurrences together of the

same event," qualifies as an iterative passage (Genette 116).

There are numerous examples of such act¡on in this section;

for instance: "Then the ritual was to shout 'Hi' and walk after some

girl whose admiration you imagined, if she happened to turn round,

you had aroused. lf you really had and it was after sunset you took

her walking on the golf course" (26).These lines create a sense of
routine, of ritual, and they typify the effect of the whole passage.

As it does in chapter ten, the iterative here performs a descriptive

role. By using the iterative, Lowry's narrative provides a great deal

of dramatic and scenic detail with nearly the brevity of summary.

However, the full impact of the repetitive quality of this segment
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only becomes apparent at the end, when Laruelle discovers the

consul in the Hell bunker with a girl (zz).This event happens only

once and is related only once. The effect of this abrupt shift from

the iterative to the singulative foregrounds the importance of this

discovery. Laruelle and the Consul's friendship changes forever here,

and Laruelle identifies it as a "providential" event (27).Lowry's

narrative, in short, varies its frequency just enough to amplify an

event from the past, to differentiate ít from Laruelle's other

memo ries.

We also can discern that Laruelle's memories tend to take the

form of summary, and that his walk from the Hotel casino de la

Selva to the cinema works as scene. His memories do not receive the

same degree of narrative attention as does his watking. At the same

time, Lowry's narrative uses ellipsis to skip over intervening time

between the "past" and "present." The narrative dedicates no text to
the time between the Day of the Dead, 1938, and the one a year later.

That year effectively vanishes in Lowry's narrative.

Lowry's novel begins with a chapter that has a largely

singulative narration and one significant iterative passage, proceeds

in a back-and-forth temporal pattern between the "present" and the
past, uses scene to relate Laruelle's "present," summarizes past

events and elides large amounts of past time. Further, the first
chapter's narrative attaches the most importance to the Day of the
Dead, 1939. Lowry uses scenes to provide careful detail of Laruelle's

walk and declines to elide any story events in that time. The

sumrnarized segments stretching back in time to the Day of the
Dead, 1938, and earlier rank next in importance; they occupy nearly
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as much space in the text as does the main story level, but they

receive less descriptive attention. Chapter ten also contains special

effects of order and frequency. Chapter ten dwells on events that
occur in the past, and is therefore analeptic. Analepses occur

regularly and frequently, occupying nearly half of chapter ten
(fourteen out of thirty-four pages). Just as it does in chapter one of

events analepses and the main temporal level--the Day of the Dead,

1938--, leaping over intervening time. The main story level largefy

remains chronologically intact, taking the reader from yvonne, Hugh,

and the consul's arrival at the salon ofelia to their chaotic

departure a short time later.

For the most part, the order of chapter ten follows a regular

pattern. However, the narrative disrupts that regularity during the

toilet episode (295-303). As rnoted before, this part of the novel

becomes radically disjointed as the consul struggles to retain

consciousness. Narrative order especially disintegrates near the end

of this passage, as the Consul becomes more and more confused. one

segment particularly illustrates the narrative disruption:
,l'm 

watching you...you can't escape me.'
,-this is not just escap¡ng. I mean, let's start again, really

and cleanly.'

'l think I know the place.'

'l can see you.'
,-where 

are the letters, Geoffrey Firmin, the letters she

wrote t¡ll her heart broke-'
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'But in Newcastle, Delaware, now that's another thing

again!'

'-the letters you not only have never answered you didn't

you did you didn't you did then where is your reply-'
'-but oh my God, this city-the noise! the chaos! lf I could

only get out! lf I only knew where you could get tol' (3oz)

This passage relates the swirl of thoughts, memories, and

overheard conversations assailing the drunken consul. The

distinction between the past and the present breaks down

completely. Lowry's narrative provides no reliable way to track its
temporal movement in this section, scrambring its order to
illustrate the "whirling cerebral chaos" in the consul's mind (3og).

regular pattern of order and duration with dramatically significant
aberrations. The same mode of organization holds true for its
narrative frequency. As I discussed above, chapter ten includes some

examples of iterative narrative, specifically in the passages that
take us back to Granada and to Lee Maitland. The iterative operates

in opposition to the singulative mode used in the rest of the chapter.

ln short, chapter ten represents a narrative largely relying

upon traditional methods of temporal organization. The narrative

order corresponds to that of chapter one, following a regular back

and forth pattern, except for the toilet episode. Singulative rather

than iterative in frequency, the narrative limits repetition to
analepses. The regularity in frequency and order associated with the

main temporal level, and the unusual narrative duration, together
foreground the events occurring on the Day of the Dead, l g3B. This
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foregrounding results from our relative familiarity with singulative

and chronological narrative, and our unfamiliarity with temporal

disjunctions and repetitions. Lowry's narrative lulls the reader with

familiar temporal strategies, then employs the iterative, distorts

order, and varíes duration to create a controlled disorientation.

That control remains operative in the last two chapters whose

narrative frequency I have already discussed. Chapters eleven and

twelve are linked by their similar narrative rhythms. Both chapters

avoid eliding any time on the main story level. All of the story

events receive attention, presented as they are with no gaps in

continuity. As with the other chapters in the novel, ellipsis only

figures in eleven and twelve in connection with the analepses. That

is, the narrative generally omits any intervening time between the

past and present, but declines to elide main story events.

Summarized analepses are as characteristic of chapters eleven

and twelve as they are of the other chapters I have discussed. The

narrative in eleven and twelve maintains its regular past-present

pattern, but the analeptic sections do not receive the careful

detailing found on the main plot level. we do not see, for instance,

extensive dialogue or explicit description in the passages from the

past. The analepses move quickly through time, slowing enough to
provide details that hold significance for the plot without

detracting attention from the Day of the Dead, 1938. The main

events occur on that day, and the narrative accords it the same

treatment that I have observed in other chapters. As in chapter ten,

the narrator maintains a strong presence. Numerous examples of the

narrator's mediation abound, take for instance: "Birds were sailing
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up there, ascending higher and higher. lnfernal bird of prometheus!"

(318). The effect of intrusions such as this one prevents true scenic

movement in the novel. However, the main story level of Under the

Volcano does not operate as true summary, either. The narrative

creates an illusion of reality that seems to make the main story
more "actual" than the analepses

ln short, the last two chapters adhere to the pattern observed

in the other chapters of Under the Volcano. The narrative relies upon

a singulative, chronologically intact structure that presents the

main story with no temporal breaks, speeding over past time and

slowing over the "present." Lowry's narrative subverts that regular

structure at significant instances however, repeating the sound of
the pistol shots that kill the consul, and disrupting strict
chronology. chapters eleven and twelve function with familiar,

somewhat conventional structures that deviate from the norm at

select points of the main story level.

It seems apparent that under the Volcano exhibits great

regularity in its temporal quality. obviously, my analysis only

represents forays into the text but it suggests that what I have

written holds true for the whole novel. Lowry's novel is

characterized by an orderly, controlled progress with radical

departures that serve to draw attention to dramatic events. The

narrative present maintains precedence over the past, and the
narrative operates mainly in the singulative mode and preserves

proceeds in a systematic

single day while providing

wây, carefully detailing

antecedents in a more

the events of a

concise fashion.
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The temporal structure of this novel, then, does not present any real

challenge to the reader. The main story events follow each other, and

the narrative adheres to their chronology, disrupting that order

regularly but infrequently.

Given that regularity, we must question whether or not

Lowry's novel deserves its reputation for complexity. The fact that
the novel functions with such a regular structure actually counters

my initial anticipations. I had expected that a Genettian readíng of

Under the Volcano would expose, and hopefully unravel, a highly

convoluted narrative structure. I have shown that such is not the

from its highly allusive character rather than from its narrative

structure. Lowry utilizes a vast array of sources and symbolic

systems to expand his novel, to thicken it, and to increase its

relevance to the world outside the text. As I stated in my

introduction, identifyíng and understanding the dizzying multitude of
Lowry's allusions represents a large amount of critical writing. The

goal of this method is to understand Lowry's novel through inclusion,

to import symbolic, political, or religious meanings into the text.
This activity remains outside the scope of my project, but the two

approaches--what I'm calling structural and interpretive--are not

a ntithetica l.

I believe that the relatively simple temporal structure

combines with the complicated allusive quality of the novel to
create a unified and effective whole. The narrative sequence in

Under the Volcano provides the novel with a metronymic pattern,

effectively guiding the reader through rhe bewildering swirl of
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allusions, holding forth the events of the Day of the Dead, 1938 over

and over. This narrative pattern remains fundamentally constant

throughout, providing a stable pattern to which we can attach

Lowry's allusive adornments.

I discern in under the Volcano a rerationship between the

temporal narrative structure and its symbolism approximating the

architecture of the Tlaxcala Royal Chapel whích Lowry describes in

chapter ten (300-301). This chapel is described as follows: ',lts
construccion [sic] is made out of carved work in perfect dimensions

decorated with allegorical symbols and flowers...lts central altar is

adorned with allegory and symbol, possesses a solid, carefully

constructed structure that readily supports an immensity of detail.

ln short, Lowry's narrative structure consists of "perfect

dimensions" that provide a precise counterbalance to the "overloaded

art work" characterizing the symbolic level of the novel (3oo).
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